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Andrew and Nathalie's love flourishes, but the secrets they keep from each other taint their

relationship with doubts and suspicions. In the meantime, Sebastian and his men are getting bolder,

and the storm that's brewing will shift the balance of power in the millennia-old conflict between

Annani's clan and its enemies.
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>Book review â€“ Dark Warriorâ€™s Promise>I am an independent reviewer. This book is the 8th

book in the Children of the gods series and ends in preparation for a major battle. Nathalie finally

learns the truth about the immortals. All of the immortals are banding together to save one of their

own, a female, from the sadistic clutches of the enemy. So much is happening in this book. There is

the ultimate love story with Andrew and Nathalie, the deep friendship between Andrew and

Bhathian, the reveal of all the secrets regarding the immortals and Nathalieâ€™s parentage, the

kidnapping and torture of Carol, the alpha tendancies of Andrew, Kian and Jackson, the humor of

Vlad and the hacker to name a few.>Out of the whole series, this book was by far the best. The

romance was hot, the threats finally came to pass, the friendships and humor really took off. I



canâ€™t wait for more. This book is appropriate for an adult audience. I am giving the book 5 stars.

LOVED IT - The Children of the Gods series is a great read! I stumbled upon, "Dark Stranger The

Dream" not expecting anything new (paranormal wise) and this series does not disappoint. I.T.

Lucas has created a paranormal world I haven't read about before :) "Dark Warrior's Promise" picks

up where "Dark Warrior Mine" ends; Natalie & Andrew's relationship continues and we see more of

the clan & Doomers. I love her characters and can't wait to see what happens next in, "Dark

Warrior's Destiny."

Each one just gets better. I love this series. I was offered the first one for an honest review. Wow, I

loved the book and was ready for number 2 and I was hooked. Each story has something a little

different and I ordered this book today and finished it in 6 hours. My husband wanted to know what I

was reading that was so fascinating! I was trying to cook dinner and read at the same time! Not

easy but I had to see what happened. Please write faster Ms Lucas because the beginning of the

next book was just a tease. I want the whole thing.....now. :)

I'm so unhappy that I have to wait for the next part of the story! This is so good. I am completely

captivated and have read straight through. If you love paranormal, this one is for you!Enjoy!

I'm enjoying these characters sooo much. You can't let any happen to Natalie and Andrew, they got

to get together as immortals and have kids. I want to see Natalie's business grow. Wouldn't it be a

hoot if Carol and Sebastian really get together which brings the 2 clans together; wishful thinking.

Thank you again for your vivid imagination.

Ok I'm enjoying this series but in this particular book there are just so many loose ends. I get

cliffhangers, I really do but I feel we're not much closer to some tied up ends in this one. I.T. work

with me please & have the next book tie these up. Ugh! I can't even mention what they are because

I don't want to ruin it for anyone else but I'm sure you know what I'm typing about. Aaaaahhhh!

Primal scream.

I have waited for this book and read In a week. It was well worth the wait, I like how the author stl

tells you what is going on with each character and we learned more of Andrew and Nathalie. Well

written and awesome support with such detail and care. I am so excited to see what happens next



south Andrew, Nathalie, Carol and Bhathan...

The Children of the Gods series is an ingeniously crafted world of gods, demons and mortals. Each

story leads into the next but with the plot that the author builds you will find yourself happily buying

the next book. The characters are engaging and real, their paranormal natures notwithstanding, the

plot is suspenseful and well developed and the suspense keeps you reading. This installment is no

exception. In fact, it has made me even more excited about the series in general and the next book

in particular. Highly recommend to all readers of paranormal romance and fantasy.
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